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™

Throughout our history, Knoll has defined and redefined the private office, endeavoring to
design and produce furnishings appropriate to contemporary architecture and suited to
the changing needs of today’s workplace.
Reff Profiles delivers a progressive architectural presence, with private office efficiency in
mind, while continuing a tradition of wood excellence, planning flexibility and breadth of
options as well a commitment to sustainable design.
Extending the Reff portfolio of workplace solutions, Reff Profiles offers a greater degree
of scalability, a broader range of aesthetic options and a higher level of personalization to
better support today’s workstyles across a broad spectrum of client needs.
Reff Profiles enhances a proven product platform to better integrate into the overall
architectural space, support multiple work modes in a single office and creates more
flexible and efficient workspaces that can span from the private office to reception and
administrative support areas as well as to the open plan and meeting spaces.
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The Classic
Private Office
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Reff Profiles refines the traditional storage-based office with workplace settings that are
sleek, yet comfortable. Celebrating the juxtaposition of understated, highly crafted veneer
worksurfaces and overhead storage components with glass or laminate, Reff Profiles
balances functional and aesthetic needs.
The result: distinguished administrative and reception spaces as well as tried and true
office configurations that include freestanding or peninsula desks.

Private offices may be
used as meeting places

Small conference

Shared offices serve as
flexible touchdown spaces
or paralegal support
Adminstrative support

Perimeter offices
have glass fronts
to transmit light
to the interior
workspaces.
Classic office — transitional

Larger offices combine focused,
mentoring and informal work areas.

Convenient administrative
support and general filing

Distinguished office — floorstanding
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New Private
Office Typologies
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Reff Profiles expands the vocabulary for private offices with innovative planning ideas that
layer horizontal worksurfaces, offer new proportions for desks or leverage three-quarterhigh floorstanding storage.
These seemingly streamlined offices can be individually tailored, yet remain part of a
greater organizational whole. The result: a visual awareness that defers to architectural
space and provides a forward-thinking sensibility.

Lower horizon open
plan areas increase
the visibility of
private offices.

Shared workstation — open plan

Cafe areas
provide
opportunities
for casual
collaboration

Cafe

Perimeter offices have glass
fronts to transmit light to the
interior workspaces.

Efficient office — freestanding

Casual lounge
areas facilitate
social activity
and impromptu
conversations.

Progressive office — freestanding + floorstanding
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Floorstanding Planning
Use traditional components to create storage intensive offices
86"

Three Ways
to Plan

53"

283⁄8"

floor

72"

53"

283⁄8

floor
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Transitional Planning

Freestanding Planning

Use peninsula worksurfaces to create layered worksurface areas

Combine low storage with legs and layered worksurfaces for a light, airy
aesthetic and enhanced dimensionality

72"
68"

23³⁄8"

68"

23³⁄8"
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A Solution
for Every
Private Office
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Whether it’s a distinguished office, the refined expression of place; a classic office,
designed to withstand the test of time; an efficient office, streamlined to the essence
of what matters functionally; or a progressive office, which supports new workstyles
and a new spirit of work, Reff Profiles supports a range of planning styles to deliver a
refined solution for image conscious offices.
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Distinguished Office
F L O O RS TAN D IN G

Refined wood detailing and accessible storage options create a distinguished private office that
delivers convenient access to materials and personal items. A light-scale, freestanding table
supports the fluid movement from focused work to group work.
Medium Oak Techwood with Outline pulls in painted Silver; Overhead storage in Folkstone Grey laminate
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Distinguished Office
F LOORS TAN D IN G

From visually grounded to visually light, Reff Profiles offers a wide range of components.
Here, a floorstanding work wall anchors a robust distinguished office.
Old English Walnut veneer with Bar pulls in Polished Chrome; Task Panel tool rail and trim in Anodized Polished
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Classic Office
T RAN S I T I ON A L

A freestanding table desk paired with light, efficient storage elements
creates a tailored private office environment.
Grigio veneer; Back-painted Black glass with Medium Grey frame; End frame and Tool rail in
Anodized Satin
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Classic Office
F LOORS TAN D IN G

Refined wood detailing delivers a clean, classic aesthetic that is designed to
withstand the test of time.
Medium Teak techwood with Integral “J” pulls; End frame in Anodized Satin
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Classic Office
F L O O RS TAN D IN G

A slim workwall featuring a variety of efficient and accessible storage elements
helps transmit more light to interior spaces.
Maple techwood; Back-painted White glass with Anodized Polished frame; Tool rail in Anodized
Polished finish; Cylinder pulls in Polished Chrome
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Classic Office
T RA N S I T I ON A L

An elegant combination of aesthetic options, including veneer
and back painted glass, complements a classic peninsula
worksurface and workwall layout.
Medium Teak techwood with open frame leg, task panel frame and tool rail in
Anodized Polished. Pulls plated in Polished Chrome.
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Progressive Office
F REE S TA N D I N G + F LOORSTA N D ING

Smaller, lighter scale components combine to deliver a progressive aesthetic at
a lower price point.
Iced Sycamore techwood with Tab pulls in Polished Chrome; Bright White laminate; back-painted
Medium Grey glass and frame in Anodized Polished
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Progressive Office
F RE E S TAN D IN G

Selective use of refined, veneer components add visual interest to an open,
cost effective private office.
Bright White laminate; Medium Oak Techwood; Back-painted Medium Grey glass with Grommet pulls
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Shared Office
T RAN S I T I O N A L + F LOORSTA N D ING

Shared private office environments can be created using a small kit
of parts for greater planning efficiency.
Grigio veneer with Cylinder pulls in Medium Grey; Open frame legs in painted Medium
Grey; Folkstone Grey laminate with Grommet pulls
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Shared Office
T R AN S I T I ON A L

Shared private office environments foster teamwork and collaboration and allow
for greater utilization of real estate.
Iced Sycamore Techwood; Open frame legs, task panel frame and tool rail in Anodized Satin; Outline
pulls in Satin Nickel
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Efficient Office
F REE S TA N D I N G

Marked by the judicious interplay of table desk, lower storage and task panels,
the efficient office is streamlined to the essence of what matters.
Medium Teak techwood; Folkstone Grey laminate; Task panel frame and tool rail in Anodized Satin;
Textured White painted table base
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Efficient Office
F RE E S TAN D IN G

An efficient private office featuring only a table desk and credenza offers a
logical, affordable solution for budget sensitive organizations.
Grigio veneer; Medium Grey laminate; Open frame leg in Anodized Satin
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Solutions for
Administrative and
Reception Areas
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Reff Profiles is detailed and scaled to transition from private offices to open plan
administrative and reception areas, leveraging a common planning horizon as well
as a unified finishes, edge and hardware details, Such components as transaction
cabinets and specialized wall cabinets offer an efficient alternate to millwork.
These standardized components can be assembled in one configuration and then
reassembled in another configuration as needs change: from compact reception
stations to full service administrative support environments, with data and electrical
components specified or retrofitted as needed.
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Administrative Support Workstation

An administrative support center features side access
transaction and signature administrative cabinet, which eases
mail sorting and banker box deliveries.
Medium Walnut techwood; Folkstone Grey laminate, Bar pulls in Polished Chrome
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Administrative Support Workstation

An efficient dual-user layout protects accessibility to sensitive file
storage while providing immediate access to business technology
support tools.
Iced Sycamore techwood ; Back-painted White glass; Bright White laminate; Accent top in
solid core Arctic White; Bar pulls in Polished Chrome
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Reception Workstation

Reception station transaction tops and glass-recessed infill
panels may be readily customized with branded materials and
graphics to express a corporate image.
Maple Techwood; Folkstone Grey back painted glass; Folkstone Grey laminate;
Bar pulls in Satin Nickel
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Reception Workstation

A combination of aesthetic options — including veneer from
an extensive selection of natural woods and Techwoods —
creates an elegant and efficient reception station.
Old English Walnut veneer; Folkstone Grey laminate; Outline pulls in
Polished Chrome
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Solutions for
Meeting Spaces

Meeting space components are the perfect addition to Reff Profiles private office, open
plan and administrative/reception furnishings. Whether specified in a private office
or in an adjacent enclosed or open space, Meeting Space elements add function
and integrate with ease into the environment. Edge profiles, hardware, finishes and
component sizes all coordinate with existing Reff Profiles components. A series of
freestanding tables mix and match in any space; purposefully designed storage
elements add utility while blending into the space; technology is handled seamlessly
via numerous component options. As expected Meeting Spaces components are
modular and reconfigurable to meet the ever-changing office environment.
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Meeting Space

An impromptu meeting space with height adjustable table;
shown at standing height, readily adjustable to desk height.
Grigio premium techwood veneer with Medium Grey base. Panels in Reflect
Ice upholstery.
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Meeting Space

A collaborative area for team meetings or mini conferences in an aspirational
private office setting, includes abundant multimedia wall storage capability.
Chalk Oak veneer for bookcases and round table with Medium Grey column legs.
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Meeting Space

A wall storage intensive Higher Education private office allowing
the flexibility to convert from focused work to team work using a
moveable table.
Cherry techwood veneer with Medium Grey painted legs with Medium Grey bar pulls.
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Meeting Space

A war room with 2x4 leg table with multiple electrical and data
set up options; suitable for short to midterm contract work.
Light Oak natural veneer, cyclinder pulls and power center grommet in Polished
Chrome.
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Meeting Space

A media enclave enables collaboration through engagement with
technology.
Medium Teak techwood with outline pulls in Polished Chrome.
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Meeting Space

A conference room features a table with 4x4 legs, offering plenty of
power and media outlet capabilitues.
Medium Cherry veneer with power center grommets and bar pulls in Polished Chrome.
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Options
Legs

Open frame

Soft rectangle

L leg

Reverse L leg

Column (table only)

2X4 (table only)

4X4 (table only)

Round column (peninsula top only)

Cylinder

Outline

Bar

Cabinet Pulls

Integral

C-pull
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D-pull

S-pull

Grommet

Tab

Grommet pull
available on sliding
glass doors and
select cabinets

Scalability
Reff Profiles supports a wide range of planning styles, from classic offices to new

Components address a broad range of price points to accommodate a variety of

private office planning typologies.

budgets and aesthetic needs.

Reff Profiles components are scaled and detailed to transition from the private office

New enhancements are compatible with previously installed Reff components,

to open plan workspaces.

ensuring the long-term viability of the furniture investment.

Freestanding desks, credenzas and cabinets are light in scale and are easy to plan
and reconfigure.
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Aesthetic
Diversity
Reff Profiles offers a broad range of aesthetic options selected to reflect
contemporary work styles. With strong horizontal lines and visual lightness, Reff
Profiles focuses on the combination of wood and other materials, including glass,
aluminum and painted components.
A broad palette of veneer finishes further enhance Reff Profiles’ capabilities in wood.
Desks and tops can be supported by a series of legs, column and end panel options.
Six pull options are available in two metallic and all core painted finishes, providing
clean lines and simple architectural forms.
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Enhanced User
Experience
Reff Profiles provides easy access to technology and organizational efficiency.
Modular access ports deliver convenient desktop access to power and data. Power
and data cables are managed discretely via grommets, powered grommets, a universal

Power center

Accessible storage

High performance task panel and
accessory shelf

Equipment storage

Administrative cabinet

Power and data access

cable curtain, removable modesty panels and open back storage elements.
A pull out printer drawer and CPU storage cubby accommodate essential business
equipment while keeping it convenient to the user.
High performance task panels conceal and manage cables and accept tool rails to
optimize wall functionality.
New overhead cabinets, desktop towers, wall-mounted open shelves and cubbies
offer a variety of open and enclosed storage options.
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Planning with Reff Profiles

C2 10 x 12

C1 10x10

C3 12x12

Ideas for a Compact Office

A1A18x8
8x8 A1 8x8

A2A2
8x8
8x8 A2 8x8

8' x 8' Office
Table desk with low-credenza storage

B1B1
10x10
10x10B1 10x10

• 72" low credenza with file drawer

• 72" x 30" table with open frame legs
• Generation by Knoll chair

A2A2
10x10
10x10A2 10x10 D1 10x12
A3A3
10x10
10x10A3 10x10 D2 10x12
A4A4
8x10
8x10 A4 8x10

8' x 8' Office
Table desk with credenza and overhead storage

8' x 10' Office
Workwall with freestanding table

A5
A5
8x8
8x8 A5 8x8
D3
12x15

8' x 10' Office
Workwall with dual peninsula worksurfaces

• 90" progressive overhead with sliding glass door
• 60" L-shelf overhead
wide double high letter depth overhead with
B3B3
10x12
10x12B3 10x12• 90"
B2B2
10x10
10x10B2
10x10
B4B4
10x12
10x12B4 10x12
B1B1
10x12
10x12
B1 10x12
glass doors and cubbies
• 90" low credenza with two file drawers

• 60" open low credenza (2)

• 72" x 30" table, open frame leg, partial modesty
with wire management

• 60" task panel with tackable fabric inserts and
tool rail

• Generation by Knoll chair

• 60" task panel with tool rail between upper marker
board and tackable fabric insert
• 54" x 36" sliding table
• Chadwick chair
• Sprite side chair

B4B4
121

• 30" wide ¾-height equipment cabinet, 30" wide
open-file lateral, 30" wide ¾ bookcase with
90" x 24" credenza top
• 84" x 24" worksurface top with simple standoff
• Legal wide box-box-file pedestal
• 66" x 30" peninsula with open frame leg and power
center
• 48"wide and 42" wide task panels with cable
curtain, tool rail and tackable fabric inserts
• Life chair

C1C1
10x10
10x10C1 10x10
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12x12
12x12C3 12x12
C2C2
1010
x 12
x 12
C2 10 x 12 C3C3

C4C4
12x15
12x15C4 12x15

C5C5
10x12
10x12C5 10x12

8x8
A1A28x8

A28x8
10x10
A2

A2 10x10
A3 10x10

B1 10x10
A3 10x10
A4 8x10

B1 10x12
8x8
A4A5
8x10

B2 10x10
A5 8x8

Ideas for a Compact Office

B1 10x10
B1 10x12

10' x 10' Office
Table desk with low credenza
• 60" open low credenza (2)

C2overhead
10 x (3)
12
• C1
60" 10x10
L-shelf
• Florence Knoll table desk
• Life chair
• Brno side chairs

B2 10x10
B1A1
10x12
8x8

C312x15
12x12 A4 8x10 B4
B3 10x12
B3 10x12
B2 10x10
B4 10x12
B4 10x12
B4
A2 10x10
A2 8x8
C2 10 x A3
12 10x10
C1 10x10

10' x 10' Office
Workwall with dual peninsula worksurfaces

10' x 10' Office
“C”-shaped workstation

10' x 10' Office
Compact workwall with peninsula desk

• 60" low credenza with laminate sliding door (2)

• 24" wardrobe/file-file cabinet

• 36" wide wardrobe/bookcase combo cabinet

• 30" fabric upholstered cushion

• 60" x 24" table with open frame leg

• 36" desktop cubby

• 72" x 30" table, open frame leg,
partial modesty and wire management

• 30" wide ¾-height equipment cabinet and 30"
wide box-file lateral with 60" x 20" credenza top

• 60" progressive overhead with sliding
door
• 60" progressive overhead with
glass door
• 60" wide single
high10x12
letter depth overhead with
B3
B2sliding
10x10
B1 12x12
10x10
B1glass
10x12
C3 12x12
and open end (2)
and open end
cubbies
C2C3
10 x 12
C5
10x12
C5D3
10x12
C4 12x15
C4
12x15
12x15
D1 10x12
D2 10x12

• 72" x 20" and 72" x 30" peninsula with
open frame legs

• 72" x 30" peninsula with power center grommet

• 72" low credenza with sliding door

• Mobile pedestal

• Partial modesty and wire management (2)

• 60" wall mounted cubby

• 60" wide task panel with fabric inserts

• 60" task panel and accessory shelf

• Generation by Knoll chair

• Life chair

• Generation by Knoll chair
• MultiGeneration by Knoll chair

D1 10x12
D2 10x12

C1 10x10
D2 10x12D3 12x15

C2 10 x 12
D4 12 x 15
D3 12x15

C3 12x12
D4 12 x 15 D5 10x12

C4 12x15
Reff Profiles
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D5
10x12

8x8
10x10

C1 10x10
A2 8x8
A4 8x10

Ideas for a Standard Office

C2 10 xB11210x10
A2 10x10
A5 8x8

C3 12x12 B1 10x12
A3 10x10

10x12
B2 10x10B4 12x15
1 10x10B3 10x12
C2 10B3
x 12
D3 12x15
D1 10x12 B1 10x12 B4 10x12
D2 10x12
C1 10x10

10' x 12' Office
Workwall with ¾-height storage and peninsula
worksurface

C2 10withxcubby
12 (3)
1 10x10
C4
12x15
• 90"
single
high letter depth overhead
• 36" wide ¾-height box-file lateral (2), 36" wide
¾-height equipment cabinet, 36" ¾ access
bookcase
• 72" x 24" credenza top with cable access
• 72" x 24" credenza top, regular
• 84" x 30" peninsula, open frame leg and power
center grommet
• 48" task panel with tackable fabric inserts and
tool rail
• 42" task panel with tool rail between upper marker
board and tackable fabric insert

B2 10x10
C4 12x15
A4 8x10

A5 8x8

C3
B5 x12x15
D412x12
12
15B4 10x12

10' x 12' Office
Compact “C”-shaped Workstation

• 60" L-shelf overhead (2)

• 90" progressive overhead with sliding glass door,
C4 12x15
• 96" wide doubleC5
high10x12
letter depth open
overhead
D4
12 x 15
grommet
pull and open ends
D3 12x15
D2standard
10x12

C3
12x12
C5D1
10x12
10x12

• 60" open low credenza

• 60" low credenza with sliding glass door and
standard grommet pull

• Legal width file-file pedestal with tab pulls

• 18"-wide cabinet with internal file-file / shelf
configuration

• 90" x 24" credenza top and L-base support

• 60" task panel with tackable fabric over veneer
option (2)
• 84" x 30" table with 1-1/2" top, open frame legs
with optional inserts and partial modesty
• Generation by Knoll chair

• Legal width box-box-file pedestal with tab pulls
• 72" open low credenza
• 72" x 30" table with open frame legs and
partial modesty
• Generation by Knoll chair
• Moment side chairs

10' x 12' Office
Workwall with freestanding table and return
credenza
with center gables (2)

• 36" cabinet with hinged doors / file drawers
• 96" x 24" credenza top and stiffener with L-base
and file-file lateral and removable modesty panel.
• 84" x 24" top with box-box-file pedestal and file-file
lateral
• 48" task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and
tackable fabric inserts (2)
• 42" soft square table
• Life chair

• Tubular Brno side chair

• Flat Bar Brno side chairs

• Moment side chair
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D2 10x12

B4 12x15
D5
C410x12
12x15

10' x 12' Office
Workwall with stand-alone desk

• Life chair

1 10x12 D4 12 x 15

B3 10x12
C5 10x12

D5 10x12

D3 12x15

D4 12 x 15

D5 10x12

B210x10
10x10
B2

B310x12
10x12
B3
C1C1
10x10
10x10

12x12
12x12
B410x12
10x12 C3C3
B4
C2C2
1010
x 12
x 12

B412x15
12x15
B4

B512x15
12x15
B5

C4C4
12x15
12x15

C5C

Ideas for a Standard Office

C312x12
12x12
C3

D1D1
10x12
10x12 C4
C412x15
12x15

12' x 12' Office
Workwall with peninsula and credenza worksurfaces

D2D2
10x12
10x12

C510x12
10x12
D3D3
12x15
12x15
C5

12' x 12' Office
“C”-shaped workstation

D4D4
1212
x 15
x 15

D5D5
10x1

• 96" single high letter depth overhead with hinged
double high letter depth overheads (2), 36"
• 36" double high letter depth overheads, glass
D412
12•xx36"
15
D510x12
10x12
D3
12x15
D4
15
D5
D3
12x15
glass doors and cubbies
open overhead with center gable
hinged doors, exposed cubbies (3)

12' x 15' Office
Workwall with freestanding desk
• 36" asymmetrical desktop tower, letter depth with
glass shelves and touch latch

• 30" ¾-height box-file lateral (2), 30" ¾-height
equipment cabinet with bar pulls

• 96" double high letter depth overhead with hinged
doors and exposed cubby

• 90" x 24" credenza top
• 36" file-file lateral
• 36" x 24" top
• 96" x 24" credenza top, simple standoff,
worksurface stiffener and top-to-cabinet bracket

12' x 15' Office
Workwall with peninsula top

• 36" hinged door/file-file cabinet

• 36" wardrobe/bookcase combo cabinet

• Legal width file-file pedestal

• 72" high Legal width wardrobe cabinet

• Legal width box-box-file pedestal

• 36" ¾-height box-file lateral (2), 36" ¾-height
equipment cabinet, 108" x 24" x 1" thick credenza
top

• 108" x 24" credenza top with L-base support and
top stiffener
• 48" x 24" bridge top

• 60" x 30" peninsula top with Reverse L-legs

• 90" x 36" table with open frame legs with optional
inserts and half height modesty

• 48" task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and
tackable fabric inserts (2)

• 54" task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and
tackable fabric inserts (2)

• 36" task panel with tool rail between upper marker
board and tackable fabric insert

• Saarinen Executive chair
• SM side chairs

• 36" single 72"-high cabinet with hinged doors
above file-file drawers
• 36" file-file lateral
• Legal width pedestal with box-box-file drawers

• 84" x 30" peninsula top with top stiffener, soft
rectangular legs, power center grommet

• Legal width pedestal with file-file drawers

• 54" task panel with tackable fabric inserts and
tool rail (2)

• 96" x 24" x 1-1/2" credenza top and stiffener

• Life chair
• Saarinen side chairs

• 36" x 24" x 1-1/2" top
• Removable modesty panel
• 96" task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and
tackable fabric inserts above, Forbo™ below.
• 84" x 30" desk with recessed modesty

• Generation by Knoll chair

• Life chair

• Saarinen side chairs

• Tubular Brno side chairs
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C3 12x12
B3 10x12
A3 10x10

12

B4 10x12
A4 8x10

C4 12x15

B4 12x15
A5 8x8

C5 10x12

B5 12x15

Ideas for Multi-Use and Shared Offices

8x8B3
D3 10x12
12x15
C4A5
12x15

8' x 8' Office
Touch-down workwall

B4 12x15
60" L-shelf
(2)
C4 12x15
D4• 12
x 15 overhead

B410x12
10x12
D4
12 x 15
C5

B4 12x15
D5 10x12

10' x 12' Office
Two-person workwall with peninsula desk

B5 12x15
• 72" L-shelf overhead
C5(2)10x12
D5 10x12

• 90" progressive overhead with sliding glass doors

• 36" file-file lateral (2)

• 36" Round Column Base table

• 72" x 24" credenza top (2)

• Saarinen side chair

• L-base support (2)
• 60" x 24" peninsula top with open frame leg (2)
• 48" desk screen
• Mobile pedestal (2)
• Life chairs

C5 10x12
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D4 12 x 15

10' x 12' Office
Two person workwall with dual peninsula desks

12' x 15' Office
Touch-down workwall with freestanding table desk

• Single high, letter depth overheads with hinged
doors and exposed cubby (2)

• 90" L-shelf overhead (2)

• 36" ¾-height equipment cabinet (2), 36" ¾-height
box-file lateral (2) and 72" x 24" x 1" thick credenza
top (2)
• 90" x 30" peninsula top with open frame leg, top
stiffeners (2) and power center (2)
• 72" task panel with tool rail and fabric inserts (2),
14" pencil shelf accessory (2)
• Generation by Knoll chairs

D5 10x12

B5 12x15

• 72" open low credenza (2)
• 90" fabric tackboard
• 54" task panel with tool rail between upper
markerboard insert and lower fabric insert
• 54" x 36" soft rectangular table
• MultiGeneration by Knoll side chairs

Ideas for Administrative Stations

17½' x 8½' Administrative Station and Storage Wall

16' x 13' Administrative Station and Storage Wall

17½' x 8½' Administrative Station and Storage Wall

15' x 12' Administrative Station and Storage Wall

• 96" admin full return (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 78" bridge return (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 90" admin desk double wide (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 72" admin desk double wide (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 96" admin desk single wide (2)

• 20" admin gable support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 90" transaction top (2)

• 72" recessed infill panel – Type A (2)

• 96" flush infill panel (2)

• 84" admin desk single wide (2)

• 90" flush infill panel (2)

• 72" transaction top (2)

• 96" transaction top (2)

• 84" transaction top (2)

• 84" bridge return panel (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 30" admin gable support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 30" admin gable support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 84" accent top (2)

• Legal wide file-file pedestal (2)

• 66" shared return two sides

• 84" recessed infill panel – Type A (2)

• 16" admin mail sorter cabinet with gable (1-LH,
1-RH)

• 30" admin end support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 30" admin gable support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 48" admin tackboard x 12"h (4)

• Legal wide file-file pedestal (2)

• 36" file-file lateral (2)

• 42" admin tackboard x 12"h (4)

• Storage Wall:

• Storage Wall:

+ 36" hinged door – 4 file cabinet x 86"h (2)

+ 33" admin storage cabinet (1-LH, 1-RH)

+ 96" hinged door overhead with
concealed cubbies

+ 72" hinged door overhead with
concealed cubbies (2)

+ 30" file-file lateral (2)

+ 36" file-file lateral (4)

+ 36" hinged door access pedestal

+ 72" x 24" credenza top (2)

+ 96" x 24" credenza top

+ 72" tackboard H1 height (2)

+ 96" tackboard H1 height

• 42" & 48" admin tackboards x 12"h (2)
• Technology island peninsula:
+ 62" x 40" peninsula island top with end gable
+ 30" ¾ height hinged door access pedestal (4)
• Storage wall:
+ 36" hinged door, 4-file cabinet x 86"h (5)
• Life chairs

• 36" x 48" x 1 ½" work surface
• 72" admin tackboard (2)
• Storage Wall:
+ 33" admin storage cabinet (1-LH, 1-RH)
+ 72" hinged door overhead with
concealed cubbies (2)
+ 36" file-file lateral (2)
+ Legal wide box-box-file pedestal (2)
+ 72" x 24" credenza top (2)
+ 72" tackboard H1 height (2)
• Generation by Knoll chairs

• Life chairs

• Generation by Knoll chairs
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Ideas for Reception Stations

13' x 12' Administrative Station and Storage Wall

12' x 7½' Reception Station and File Storage

7½' x 6' Reception Station

8' x 6½' Reception Station

• 90" admin desk, single wide

• 72" admin desk double wide (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 84" admin desk single wide

• 96" admin desk single wide

• 90" recessed infill panel – Type A

• 72" flush infill panel – Type A (2)

• 84" flush infill panel – Type A

• 96" recessed infill panel – Type A

• 90" transaction top

• 72" transaction top (2)

• 84" transaction top

• 96" transaction top

• 66" bridge return (LH)

• 30" admin gable support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 30" admin gable support (LH)

• 78" admin full return panel (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 16" admin transaction cabinet with tray and gable
(LH)

• Legal wide box-box-file pedestal (2)

• 72" admin full return panel (RH)

• 20" admin gable support (1-LH, 1-RH)

• 72" admin tackboard (2)

• 20" admin gable support (RH)

• 84" admin full return panel (RH)

• Legal wide box-box-file pedestal

• Storage wall:

• Legal wide box-box-file pedestal

• Legal wide file-file pedestal

• Legal wide file-file pedestal

• 48" admin tackboard x 12"h (2)

• 42" admin tackboard x 12"h (2)

• Generation by Knoll chair

• 20" admin gable support (RH)
• Legal wide box-box-file pedestal
• 90" admin tackboard x 12"h
• Storage wall:
+ 33" admin storage cabinet (1-LH, 1-RH)
+ 90" hinged door overhead with
concealed cubbies
+ 30" file-file lateral (2)
+ 30" hinged door access pedestal
+ 90" x 24" x 1 ½ “ credenza top
+ 90" tackboard H1 height
• Generation by Knoll chairs
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+ 36" 4-file cabinet (4)
• Generation by Knoll chairs

• Generation by Knoll chair

Ideas for Meeting Spaces

Open Plan Common Area

10'x10' Refuge

10'x10' Media Enclave

12'x15' Enclave

Meeting Spaces components:

• 72" low credenza with sliding door

• 90" low credenza with sliding doors

• 42" round height adjustable table

• 72" x H4 tackboard

• 24" x 24" desk-height hinged door pedestals
(1 LH, 1 RH)

• Gigi barstools

• 42" soft square sliding table
• Generation by Knoll chairs

• 72" x 48" wall-mounted media enclave table
with 4x4 legs and power center
• 48" hinged door modesty

• 72" x H3 tackboard
• 96" x 48" racetrack table with column legs
• Generation by Knoll chairs

• Desktop outlet for power center
• Cable basket (under table)
• ReGeneration by Knoll chairs
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Ideas for Meeting Spaces

15'x18' Private Office

15'x12' Private Office

15½'x22½' Private Office

15'x13' War Room

Meeting Spaces components:

Workwall components:

• Meeting Spaces components:

• 72" L-shelf (8)

• 90" x 24" credenza (build-to-spec)

• 36" x 56" open desktop towers (3)

• 30" x 86" ganging bookcases with center gable (5)

• 96" x 48" 4x4 leg table with power center grommet

• 72" x 36" rectilinear table with L-legs

• 36" open double high overhead with center gable

• Moment side chairs

• 36" file-file pedestal (2)

• 30" x 32" ganging stack-on units with center
gable (5)

• Electrical outlet (under table)

• 36" desk height equipment pedestal

• 118" shoulder units

• Vertical wire manager

• 6" desk height pedestal filler (2)

• 48" round table with column legs

• Generation by Knoll chairs

• 108" x 24" worksurface

• Moment side chairs

• 36" x 24" worksurface

• Divina sofa

• Life chair

Meeting Spaces components:
• 72" x 36" rectilinear table with cylinder legs and
castors
• Generation by Knoll chair
• MultiGeneration by Knoll chairs
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• Life chair

• Cables basket (under table)

Ideas for Meeting Spaces

20'x15' Multifunction Room

20'x15' Multifunction Room

• 36" x 86" ganging bookcase with center gable (2)

• 84" x 24" service-height credenza with waste/
recycle pedestals and 4 box drawer lateral

• 36" x 86" bookcase with center gable (2)
• 18" periodical display shelves (4)
• 84" x 24" pre-configured credenza type B

• 84" x 24" service-height credenza with hingeddoor pedestals

• 72" x H4 tackboard

• 120" x 60" 4x4 leg table with power center
grommets

• 96" x 48" 2x4 leg table with drop in electrical
cutouts

• Flush center support covers (2)

• 3+3 drop-in electrical unit (2)
• Cables basket (under table)
• Vertical wire manager

• Desktop outlets for power center (4)
• Cable baskets (under table)
• Life chairs

• Life chairs
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Brian
Graham
Brian Graham has more than 25 years

Graham partnered with John L. Thiele,

architectural furniture and product

of experience in a wide range of design

AIA, in 1993 to form Thiele and Graham

solutions that have been recognized for

areas. A native of Southern California,

Design & Architecture. For the next

design excellence and quality.

Graham is an advocate of the idea that

six years, the duo developed and

good, thoughtful design can make a

executed a client-centered approach

positive contribution to the quality of the

to architecture, interior design and

built environment.

product design with a diverse clientele in

In 1984, Graham joined Gensler and
Associates Architects in the firm’s Los

high technology, legal and professional
service industries.

Angeles office, where creativity with

In 1999, Graham established his

innovative, budget-conscious designs

namesake studio in San Francisco,

quickly established his reputation among

Graham Design, to provide a

clients and the design community.

comprehensive approach to the design,

Relocating within Gensler to the firm’s

development and marketing of furniture,

San Francisco headquarters in 1989,

accessories, lighting and related

Graham was appointed Senior Associate

products.

and assumed design responsibilities for
many of the firm’s retail, showroom and
product design projects.

wood casegood designs, including
his namesake collection for Knoll,
introduced in 2007. His work has been
recognized with awards from many
prestigious design organizations.
Brian Graham’s work for Knoll combines
design, craftsmanship and function in
the best of the Knoll tradition. “Because I
am an interior designer by training,” said
Graham, “I consider the way in which my
furniture will be specified and used to be
as important as the object itself, which

Resolute in a belief that design can be

should serve in support of a designer’s

an effective strategic business tool,

total vision for an interior environment.”

Graham utilizes his background as an
interior designer to create innovative,
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Graham is perhaps best known for his

Brian Graham

“I consider the way in
which my furniture will be
specified and used to be
as important as the object
itself, which should serve
in support of a designer’s
total vision for an interior
environment.”
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